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The termination assertion p(S)q means that whenever the formula p is true, 
there is an execution of the possibly nondeterministic program S which terminates 
in a state in which q is true. The program S may declare and use local variables 
and nondeterministic procedures with call-by-value and call-by-address parameters. 
In addition, the program may call undeclared global procedures. Formulas p and q 
are first-order formulas extended to express hypotheses about the termination of 
calls to undeclared procedures. A complete effective axiom system with rules 
corresponding to the syntax of the programming language is given for the 
termination assertions valid over all interpretations. Termination assertions define 
the semantics of programs in the following sense: if two programs have different 
input-output semantics, then there is a termination assertion that is valid for one 
program but not the other. Thus the complete axiomatization of termination 
assertions is an axiomatic definition of the semantics of recursive programs. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The termination assertion p (S)q  means that if p is true initially, then 
there is a possible computat ion of  S which terminates in a state in which q is 
true. We present a complete ax iomat izat ion of  terminat ion assertions for a 
rich class of  programs. The programs may contain local var iable 
declarations, calls to undeclared global procedures, and nondeterminist ic  
recursive procedures with cal l -by-address and cal l -by-value parameters.  The 
axioms and rules of  inference are sufficient to prove all terminat ion 
assertions which are val id over all interpretations. In this respect, our 
completeness theorem contrasts with the usual "relat ive completeness" 
theorems for partial correctness assertions (e.g., Cook,  1978). That is, we do 
not need to restrict ourselves to special structures and do not have to assume 
that the first-order theory of  any structure is given as axioms. Our 
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completeness theorem extends a similar theorem (Theorem 6.4) of Meyer 
and Halpern (1982) for while programs without global procedures. The 
extension from while programs to recursive programs is not surprising; we 
regard the enrichment of the assertion language to allow hypotheses about 
calls to global procedures as a more important advance. 
A satisfactory treatment of global procedures i a prerequisite for a proof 
system that is well matched to structured programs. In order to integrate 
correctness proofs into program development, a proof system should allow 
the structures of proofs to correspond to the structures of programs. For a 
programming language whose basic structural unit is the procedure, a 
natural approach to software development is to specify the input-output 
behavior of all procedures. The correctness of a procedure P should then 
follow from the assumption that the procedures called by P meet their 
specifications; it should not depend on how these procedures might be 
written. Furthermore, once procedure implementations have been shown to 
satisfy their specifications, the proof rules should allow one to merge the 
proofs about procedures into a proof about the encompassing program. 
We consider recursive programs with calls to undeclared global 
(accessible verywhere) procedures. Since the meanings of global procedures 
are not determined by the calling programs, our preconditions must be able 
to express hypotheses about global procedures. To accomplish this, we 
extend the usual class of first-order formulas to include termination 
assertions about global procedure calls. The resulting language, first-order 
assertions about global procedures, provides a convenient method for 
specifying the behavior of procedures and shares many essential properties 
with standard first-order logic. In addition, our proof rules show explicitly 
how to combine a proof about a declared procedure P with a proof about a 
caling program S to obtain a proof about the program which declares P and 
executes S. The rules of our system correspond irectly to the syntax of 
recursive programs; the rules are easily recognized to be sound. 
The fact that the valid terminations assertions are completely 
axiomatizable and, afortiori, recursively enumerable, suggests that they may 
suffer limitations in providing information about programs. The following 
example illustrates the uses and shortcomings of first-order termination 
assertions. Let AX denote the conjunction of axioms for addition, proper 
subtraction, and order for natural numbers using constants 0 and 1. Let n 
denote the numeral for n, i.e., n-- 1 + 1 + ... + 1, where 1 appears n times. 
For any natural number n, the assertion 
(AXA x = n)(Ssqo.ro)(Y = .2)  
is provable from the axioms of Theorem 1, where Ssquare is the recursive 
program 
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dec lP~ (val u, addr v): if u = 0 then v :~0 else P(u- 1, v); 
v :=v+u+i - I  fi 
do 
e(x, y) 
end. 
However, the more general termination assertion stating that Ssquare 
computes the squaring function cannot be derived from these axioms and 
indeed is not valid under any set of first-order hypotheses about natural 
numbers. That is, let p be the formula 
(sq(O) = 1) A Vx[sq(x + 1) = sq(x) + x + x + 1], 
which defines the squaring function on natural numbers. The termination 
assertion 
(AX A p)(Ssqua~e)(y = sq(x)) 
is certainly true if the variables are interpreted as ranging over natural 
numbers and the arithmetic operations are given their usual meaning. It is 
easy to see this using induction on natural numbers. However, this assertion 
is not valid over arbitrary interpretations, even if AX is allowed to be any 
infinite set of first-order formulas true about natural numbers. In particular, 
there is a nonstandard interpretation that satisfies all first-order formulas 
true of natural numbers, but in which x may be an "infinite" integer. In this 
interpretation, the program Ssquare will not terminate since it cannot reach 0 
by subtracting 1 from x any finite number of times. Since (AX A p)(Ssquare ) 
(y  = sq(x)) is not valid, it cannot be proved using inference rules that are 
sound for all interpretations. This inherent l imitation of uninterpreted first- 
order assertions is emphasized by Hitchcock and Park (1973). 1 
The fact that first-order termination assertions are easily axiomatized 
depends heavily on the compactness of first-order logic. Compactness 
ensures that whenever a first-order assertion p implies that a program S 
It follows from this example that although induction over termination assertions i  valid 
for the standard integers, it is not sound when the usual notion of termination is applied in 
nonstandard models. When a different view of termination is taken, however, induction is 
valid in nonstandard models. For the first-order language of arithmetic with termination 
assertions, the axiom system that is obtained from the Peano axioms with induction over 
arbitrary assertions in the language is adequate to prove termination of typical example 
programs (Cartwright and McCarthy, 1979). In fact, this system can be proved complete for 
all formulas which are valid for a natural notion of nonstandard computation (Andreka, 
Nemeti, and Sain, 1981; Csirmaz, 1981). In the present paper, however, we restrict our 
attention to the usual definition of termination and consider validity over arbitrary inter- 
pretations. 
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halts, it is because p implies a fixed bound on the depth of the execution of 
procedure calls in S. As a consequence, there are many termination 
assertions p(S)q  which are valid over specific interpretations such as the 
integers, but which cannot be proved from first-order properties of the inter- 
pretation since S may not always terminate within a bounded number of 
calls (cf. Kfoury, 1973). 
Despite their shortcomings, valid uninterpreted termination assertions 
express many useful properties of programs. In particular, Theorem 2 shows 
that termination assertions suffice to define the semantics of recursive 
programs in the sense of Meyer and Halpern (1982). This theorem extends 
Theorem 5.1 of Meyer and Halpern (1982) to programs with calls to global 
procedures and supports the thesis that practical programming languages 
may be defined axiomatically. Furthermore, the relative simplicity of our 
proofs when compared with proofs of analogous theorems for partial 
correctness assertions uggests that termination assertions are more suitable 
than partial correctness assertions for axiomatic definitions of semantics. 
2. ASSERTIONS ABOUT GLOBAL PROCEDURE CALLS 
First-order logic with global procedures is essentially a syntactic variant of 
standard first-order logic. A first-order signature is a set of function symbols 
f l , f2  ..... and relation symbols R~, R2,..., with associated arities. A signature 
for first-order logic with global procedures, or more simply signature, is a 
first-order signature augmented with a disjoint set P~, P2,.-., of procedure 
variables. Each P has an associated number of value parameters vv and 
address parameters ae. First-order assertions about global procedure calls q 
are defined by the grammar 
q ::=first-order-atomic-formula Iql V q2l-~ q [Vx[ql] ] (P(t, x)) q, 
where P is a procedure variable, t = t 1 ..... t~p are first-order terms, and 
x = x I ..... Xap are variables. The construct (P(t, x)q is intended to express 
that formula q is true after calling global procedure P with value parameters 
t and address parameters x. Additional symbols such as A, D, --, and 3 are 
introduced as abbreviations for the appropriate combinations of V, 7, and V. 
We have chosen to consider ecursive procedures with call-by-value and call- 
by-address parameters. Consistent with the design of our programming 
language, we also consider call-by-value and call-by-address parameters in
undeclared global procedures. 
A few words of motivation are in order before presenting the formal 
semantics of assertions about procedure calls. The possible meanings of 
undeclared procedures should be as general as possible to include procedures 
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written in any reasonable language. However, to prove common properties of 
procedures with value and address parameters, it is necessary to restrict he 
ways in which procedures may depend upon their parameters. It might be 
possible for a procedure in some language to test the length of an identifier 
passed as a parameter or to determine the lexicographical ordering between a
pair of actual parameter names. If a procedure can recognize the names of 
its parameters, then simple properties uch as 
Vx((P(x)) true) D Vy((P(y)) true) 
may fail. Since capabilities uch as testing the names of actual parameters go 
beyond the intentions of call-by-value and call-by-address, we prohibit them. 
For simplicity we also insist that undeclared global procedures be explicitly 
parameterized, i.e., the meaning of an undeclared procedure call is 
independent of the values of any variables other than the actual parameters. 
The way a procedure depends on its address parameters i very different 
from the way a procedure depends on its value parameters. For example, 
suppose that procedure P has two call-by-value parameters, and that the 
contents of x 1 and x2 are equal to the contents of y~ and Y2, respectively. 
Then the call P(xl, x2) should have the same effect as P(Yl,Y2). To see that 
call-by-address is different, consider a program which declares the procedure 
P 
deel P ~ (addr u, v): ( i fu  = v then v := O; v := u) do . . .  end, 
with two address parameters. Suppose that x and y are variables with 
x =y:~ 0 prior to a call P(x,y). Because both parameters are passed by 
address, the call P(x,y) returns with x and y set to zero if x and y share the 
same location; otherwise the procedure has no effect. This example shows 
how a procedure may detect, and hence may depend arbitrarily upon, which 
of its call-by-address actual parameters hare locations. Therefore, we 
assume that the behavior of a procedure call depends only on the values of 
the actual call-by-value parameters and depends only on the values and 
sharing of addresses of the actual eall-by-address parameters. 
The possible behavior of a procedure with address parameters may be 
characterized using equivalence relations on finite sets of integers. For any 
vector of variables x =x l  ..... x k (not necessarily distinct), we define the 
address haring relation Ex on { 1,..., k } by 
iExj iff x~. and xj are the same variable. 
It is also useful to define the congruence of vectors of variables x = x 1 ..... x k 
and y = Yl ..... Ym by 
x--~y iff k=m and Ex=Ey.  
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The number of distinct variables in x is the number of equivalence classes of 
E x, i.e., the index of E x. If procedure P has k address parameters, and x and 
y are both vectors of variables of length k, then P(x) necessarily produces 
the same result as P(y) if E x=Ey and x i has the same value as Yi for 
1 ~t~<k. When x=x 1 ..... xa, is a vector of distinct variables and 
t = tl ..... tv~ a vector of terms, the possible results of a call P(t, x) to a 
nondeterministic procedure P may be characterized by an "input-output" 
relation. Informally, a tuple (t, x, y), where y-~ x, is in the input-output 
relation of P iff the call P(t, x) can return with the address parameters equal 
to y. Since a procedure P can distinguish between any pair of possible 
address sharing patterns, we use a set of input-output relations to describe 
the behavior of P, one for each possible address haring relation among the 
address parameters. 
The precise semantics of first-order logic with global procedures i most 
easily defined by associating a first-order signature with each signature that 
contains procedure names. Let P be a procedure name. The associated set of 
input-output relations 
~ = {Pc I E is an equivalence r lation on { 1 ..... ap } } 
is a set of first-order elation symbols, one for each address haring relation. 
The arity of each Pe is ve + 2ap. If P1 and P2 are procedure names in 
signature f ,  then ~p,  and ~Wp2 are assumed to be disjoint. Furthermore, 
each is disjoint from the set of first-order elation symbols in f .  If S is a 
signature, then the associated first-order signature ~ consists of all function 
and relation symbols of f ,  together with all relation symbols in .Wp for each 
P in t .  Note that fe  contains no procedure names. 
A first-order state ~1 for a first-order signature is a domain D °' with 
functions f~ and relations R °~ of appropriate arities on D °' corresponding to
the function and relation symbols of the signature, and with an element x°' 
for each variable symbol x. A state with procedure environment (or more 
simply state) ~ for a signature f with procedure names is a first-order state 
for the associated first-order signature ~,  with the added restriction that 
PE(t, x, y) is false unless the values of x and y are consistent with E. More 
precisely, for all b E (D°) ~, and e, d C (D°) ~, if (b, e, d) C P j  then, for 
1 <~ ij <~ ap, iEj implies d i = dj and e i = ej. 
We use a{d/x} to denote the state a'  that is identical to a except possibly 
at x and such that x~'= d. Satisfaction of a first-order assertion q about 
global procedure calls by a state o is defined inductively exactly as for first- 
order formulas, with one extra case for procedure calls. Namely, 
~ (P(t, x)) q iff ~d C (D~) ~p 
such that 
(t ~, x ~, d) ~ PEx ° and o{d/x} ~ q. 
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We interpret (P(t, x) )q to mean that q is true after calling P with t and x. 
The definition above forces the results of P(t, x) to depend only on the values 
of explicit parameters t, x, and address sharing pattern E x. Furthermore, a
call P(t, x) may only alter the values of address parameters x. As usual, we 
write F ~ p for a set of formulas F to mean that if g ~ q for every q E F, then 
a~p.  
As for ordinary predicate calculus, the axiomatization of assertions about 
global procedure calls includes a universal instantiation axiom which 
involves substitution of terms for variables. The substitution of terms in first- 
order assertions about global procedure calls raises a few extra 
complications. Since the construct (P(t, x) )q is well formed only if x is a 
vector of variables, it is impossible to substitute terms for address parameters 
directly. In addition, substituting some address parameter xi for another 
address parameter xj may change the address sharing relation. As a conse- 
quence, replacement of one address parameter by another has a different 
semantic effect from first-order substitution. For example, 
Vx, yR (x, y) = VxR (x, x) 
is a valid first-order sentence. But since a procedure P may detect sharing, 
Yx, y(P(x, y) ) true D Yx(P(x, x) ) true 
may not be true if both parameters are call-by-address. We circumvent this 
problem by defining a substitution on assertions with global procedure calls 
which differs from strict syntactic replacement but which has the same 
semantics as regular first-order substitution. 
We remark that many of the complications disappear if one adopts a two- 
sorted logic which distinguishes loeations from storable values. The two- 
sorted approach as been developed recently in Trakhtenbrot, Halpern, and 
Meyer (1983), but we were unaware of the advantages of that approach at 
the time this paper was written. 
We use Free(q) to denote the set of variables which occur free in an 
assertion q about global procedure calls and q[t/z] to denote the result of 
substituting the term t for free occurrences of the variable z in q. Formally, 
Free(q) and q[t/z] are defined by induction on the structure of assertions. 
These definitions are standard for all cases other than (P(s, x)) q. We define 
Free((P(s, x)) q) ::= Free(q) W Free(s) U {x}. The definition of substitution 
for (P(s, x))q is straightforward if t is a simple variable not among 
x = x 1 ,..., x k or if z is not among xl ,..., x k, namely, 
((P(s, x)) q)[t/z] ::= (P(s[t/z], x[t/z]))(q[t/z]). ($I) 
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Otherwise, we define 
((P(s, x)) q)[t/z] ::= Vw(t = w ~ ((P(s, x)) q)[w/z]), ($2) 
where w is a fresh variable which does not occur in t or (P(s, x))q. By 
choice of w, the recursive substitution i  ($2) may be done according to rule 
(S1). Note that, in general, q[t/z] may have more connectives and quantifiers 
than q. However, if v is a variable which does not appear in q, then the 
assertion q[v/z] is the same length as the assertion q. This is useful for 
proofs by induction on the length of assertions. Furthermore, if v does not 
occur in q, then q[v/z][z/v]=q. A straightforward consequence of the 
definition of substitution is
LEMMA 1 (Substitution). Let q be a first-order assertion about global 
procedures, t a term, and z a variable. Then for any state ~, we have 
.~q[ t / z ]  iff alt°/z} ~q.  
This lemma is critical for establishing the soundness of the instantiation 
and substitution axioms presented in Lemma 2 as well as the assignment 
axiom in Theorem 1. The axioms for first-order logic of Enderton (1972), for 
example, may be augmented to a complete system for first-order logic with 
global procedures. 
LEMMA 2. All generalizations of the following axioms, together with the 
inferenee rule modus ponens, form a deductively complete proof system for 
first-order logic with global procedures. That is, F ~ p iff F ~- p for any set 
{p} U F of first-order assertions about global procedure calls. 
(P 1) Propositional tautologies, 
(P2) VxqD q[t/x], 
(P3) Vx(p D q) = (Vxp ~ Vxq), 
(P4) q ~ Vxq for x not free in q, 
(P5) x =x ,  
(P6) x = y D (r ~ s), where r is a first-order atomic formula and s is 
the formula r with zero or more occurrences of some variable x replaced by 
another variable y, 
(P7) (s = t A x = y A u = v A (P(s,x))x = u) ~ (P ( t ,y ) )y=v,  
where x ~- y, 
(P8) (P(t, x)) q-= 3y((P(t, x)) x = y A q[y/x])), where y is a vector of 
variables which are not free in t, x, or q and y ~- x. 
The proof of Lemma 2, given in the Appendix, follows the usual Henkin- 
style construction of a state satisfying a given set of formulas. 
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3. RECURSIVE PROGRAMS 
Recursive programs have abstract syntax 
S ::= x := t I p?l P(t, v)l S1; S 2 IS1 k_) $2t deel D do S end, 
where declaration D is given by 
D : :=x in l t t lP~B,  
and procedure abstract B has form 
B ::= ((val x, addr y) : S). 
The statements are assignment, est, procedure call, concatenation, union, 
and declaration. Union denotes nondeterministic choice of S~ or S z, i.e., 
execute S~ or S z. The test p? allows execution to continue i f fp is true. In 
practice, one would require that p be effectively decidable, e.g., quantifier 
free, but this restriction is unnecessary for the results presented here. 
However, we do require that p be free of calls to procedures, z Informally, the 
declaration deel D do S end declares a local variable or recursive procedure 
with scope S. The variable declaration x in|t t defines a new local variable x 
with initial value t. The procedure declaration Pc  ((valx, addry) :S )  
declares a possibly recursive procedure P with formal value parameters 
x=x I ..... xvp, formal address parameters Y=Yl,...,Yap, and body S. A 
procedure declaration P ~ B is considered syntactically well formed only if 
B has exactly v v value parameters and ap address parameters. In order to use 
global procedure variables to reason formally about declared procedures, we 
also require that declared procedures, like global procedures, be explicitly 
parameterized. This requires that all variables which occur free in the body S 
of a procedure abstract B also appear in the parameter list (val x, addr y) of 
B. 
Many statements common to Algol-like languages may be considered 
syntactic abbreviations for recursive programs, as is well known (cf. 
deBakker, 1980; Pratt, 1976). For example, the statement i f . . .  then ... 
else ... fi may be written 
ifp then $1 else S2fi - (p?; S~) U (~p?; $2). 
Thus the axioms of Theorem 1 may be considered complete for recursive 
programs with i f . . .  then. . -e lse . . - f i  in addition to the statements listed in 
2 Without this requirement, it is possible to write programs without sensible semantics. 
Consider the following program which declares a parameterless procedure P, dee lP~ 
(((P)true)?; P U ((P)false)?)do P end. The effect of P appears to be "keep calling P as long 
as it will halt, but halt without side effects otherwise." This procedure halts iff it does not halt! 
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the grammar above. The while statement may be expressed using recursion 
by 
while p do S od = deel P ~ ((addr x): p?;  S; P(x) U ~p?)  do P(x) end, 
where x includes all free variables in S. Other iterative constructs uch as 
repeat S untilp may also be considered abbreviations for similar recursive 
programs. In addition, declarations may be nested as deeply as desired so 
that any number of local variables and procedures may be defined. A 
statement declaring variables Xl ..... x n with initial values tl ..... t n may be 
considered an abbreviation for a sequence of nested declarations, i.e., 
deel x I ..... xn init t I . . . . .  t n do S end 
=- deel z I init tl do 
deel z 2 init t 2 do 
deel z n init tn do 
slz/x] 
end 
end 
end, 
where z = Zl .... , zn are fresh variables not occurring in tl ..... t~ and S[z/x] is 
the result of the simultaneous replacement of z for x in S (cf. Apt, 1981). 3 In 
addition, mutually recursive procedures may also be declared as nested 
procedures. For example, the program with mutually recursive procedures 
may be written as 
decl P1 <= Bt, P2 ~ B2 do S end 
deel P1 ~ (deel P2 ~ BE do BI)  do 
decl P2 ~ B2 do 
S 
end 
end. 
3 This definition is consistent with initialization in many Alg01-1oke languages in.that it 
uses the values of terms t1 ,..., tn at block entry time for the variables xj ,..., xn rather than the 
least fixed-points of the set of possibly mutually recursive quations {x i = t i I 1 ~ i ~ n}. Other 
definitions of simultaneous variable declaratioB and initialization may also be written as 
recursive programs. 
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As a result, Theorems 1 and 2 apply to recursive programs with mutually 
recursive procedures. 
The state semantics we define are equivalent to the more usual 
environment and store semantics presented, e.g., in deBakker (1980) and Apt 
(1981). However, the proof of Theorem 1 and, especially, the statement and 
proof of Theorem 2 are simplified by combining the notions of environments 
and stores into states. 4 The meaning re(S) of a nondeterministic program S 
is formally a mapping from "initial" states to sets of "final" states as in 
Harel (1979). We define the meaning of programs inductively. Assigning x 
to t in state a produces a state whose value of x is the value of t in ~, i.e., 
(i) m(x := t)a ::= {~{t~/x}}. 
Test p? aborts unless p is true, so that 
(ii) m(p?)a ::= {a / if a ~p and O otherwise, 
and choosing S 1 or S 2 in state g gives the union of the meanings of Sl and 
$2 in a, i.e., 
(iii) m(S 1 U $2) a ::= m(Sl) ~ U m(S2) ~. 
Sequencing (;) behaves like relational composition: 
(iv) m(S,; $2) 1~ : :=  QJalEm(sl) o. m(S2) ~1" 
The meaning of a call to procedure P depends on the input-output relation 
Pc, where E is the address haring relation of the actual address parameters. 
Formally, the meaning of a procedure call is 
(v) m(P(t, x)) o ::= {-{a/x} I (t °, x ~, a) ~ Pex°}. 
The meaning of a statement with variable declaration is defined to be 
(vi) m(deel x ]nit t do S end) a ::= {o'{x°/x}J a' E m(S)(o{t'/x})}. 
Intuitively, the effect of deei x lnlt t do S end is to set x to t, do S, then reset 
x to its original value. 
Our approach to the definition of the meaning of a procedure declaration 
will be to use a formal version of an ALGOL 60 "copy rule." In effect, 
the rule replaces calls to a declared procedure by copies of the procedure 
body. The meaning of a program dee lP~BdoS l  end, where 
B=((va lx ,  addry) :S0) ,  will be approximated by programs without 
procedure declarations. We first recursively find approximations So Ill and 
$1 Ill to So and S 1. Both So Ill and S] ti~ may contain calls to P but neither 
4 More precisely, the meaning m(S) we assign to program S is the restriction of the 
environment-store m aning to the case when there is no sharing, viz., the environment is an 
injection from variables to locations. 
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will contain procedure declarations. We replace all calls to P in $1 lil by 
So ril. This produces a program in which each call to the recursive procedure 
P is approximated using "in-line code" for a single procedure call. To 
approximate recursive calls to depth 2, we again replace all calls to P by 
So fil. This process is iterated i times to approximate recursive calls to P up 
to depth i. Finally, all remaining calls to P are replaced by the divergent 
program false?. In each replacement of a procedure call, a simple parameter 
substitution operation is performed. The rules for parameter substitution will 
be in keeping with the convention for Algol-like languages, so that recursive 
programs will be defined to have statically scoped variables. We remark that 
dynamic scoping, as well as alternative parameter passing mechanisms uch 
as call-by-value/result and call-by-name, may also be treated using 
variations of the definition of syntactic application and call replacement. 
We require the routine definitions of free variables and substitution of 
variables in programs (cf. Apt, 1981 and deBakker, 1980). An occurrence of 
a simple variable x or procedure variable P in a program S may be free or 
bound, according to whether or not it is within the scope of a declaration x
init t or P ~ B. The definition of program S with variable y substituted for 
free occurrences of x, written Sly~x], is routine (see deBakker, 1980), as is 
simultaneous substitution of a vector of variables y for x, written S ly/x ]. We 
also use S[Q/P] to denote the program S with procedure variable Q 
substituted for free occurrences of P, where vp = v o and ap = a o. 
To define declaration-free approximations, we first discuss declarations 
deel P ~ B do S end that do not contain nested declarations. Let S o and S be 
statements without procedure declarations and let B denote a procedure 
abstract ((val x, addr y): S0). We define the replacement of calls to global 
procedure P in S using procedure abstract B, written S[B/P], by induction 
on the structure of S as: 
(x : :  t)[B/P] ::= (x := t), 
p?[B/P] : :=p?,  
P(t, v)[B/P] ::= deel z init t do So[z/x ] Iv/y] end, 
where 2 1 . . . . .  2"vp are distinct variables which do not appear in t, v, or B. 5 
Pl(t, v)[B/P] : := Pl(t, v), 
5 This is the definition of the syntactic application ofB to parameters t and v given in (Apt, 
1981) and (deBakker, 1980). The declaration of a vector z of new variables with initial value t
reflects the standard behavior of call-by-value parameters. Value/result, for example, may be 
obtained by resetting the actual parameters (which must then be variables) to z before block 
exit. Other mechanisms may also be handled by altering this definition (see Apt, 1981). 
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when P1 is a procedure name different from P, 
(S~; S2)[B/P] ::= S~[B/P]; S2[B/P ], 
($1 • S2)[B/P] : :=  &[B/P] U S2[B/P], 
decl x init t do S end[B/P] ::= deel z init t do S[z/x] [B/P] end, 
where z does not occur in S or B. 
We remark that renaming of bound variables in the final clause gives our 
programs tatic scoping. 
The ith iterated replacement of calls to P in S using procedure abstract B, 
is defined inductively by 
S[B/PI ° ::= S, S[B/P] i+~ ::= (S[B/PJi)[B/P]. 
Finally, we define the ith approximation S [i] of an arbitrary program S by 
induction on the structure of S. In general, S may contain procedure 
declarations but S [ij will always be free of procedure declarations. For S 
atomic, i.e., an assignment, test, or global procedure call P(t, v), we let 
S [;1 ::= S. The remaining cases are 
(S~; $2) ti~ ::= S~m; $2 m, 
(S~ k9 $2) ti] ::= $1 til U $2 m, 
(deel x |nit t do S end) [il ::= (deel x |nit t do S Ill end), 
(deel P ~ ((vai x, addr y): So) do S end) Iil ::= 
(S[il [((val x, addr y): So fil )/P] i)[false?/e]. 
The meaning of a declared program is defined to be the union of the 
meanings of its approximations: 
(vii) m(deel P ~ B do S end) a ::= (--)i m(deel P ~ B do S end [il) a. 
This concludes the inductive definition of the meanings of recursive 
programs. 
It follows from our definition that every program is equivalent o a 
nondecreasing union of programs without procedure declarations. 
LEMMA 3. Let S be any recursive program. Then m(S)= Oi>~o m(Slij) 
and whenever i <~j, we have m(S til) c m(StiJ). 
In addition, the meaning of a program does not depend on the names of its 
bound variables. 
LEMMA 4. (a) m(deel x init t do S end) = m(deei y init t do S[y/x] 
end), where y does not occur in S or t. 
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(b) m(deel P ~ B do S end) = m(deel Q ~ B[Q/P] do S[Q/P] end), 
where v e = v e, a o = a e, and Q does not occur in B or S. 
We note also that the semantic lauses above define input-output relations 
which are identical to those derived from the purely operational semantics of 
Gallier (1981). 
4. COMPLETENESS 
The termination assertion p(S)q  means that if some state o satisfies p, 
then some computation of S from a halts in a state that satisfies q. More 
precisely, a state a satisfies p(S)q,  written a~p(S)q ,  if a~p implies 
3a'E m(S)a such that o '~  q. The termination assertion p(S)q  is valid, 
written ~p(S)q,  if every state a satisfies p(S)q.  The assertion (S )q  
abbreviates true(S) q.6 
THEOREM 1. The following axioms are sound and complete for proving 
termination assertions p (S)q  where p, q are first order assertions about 
global procedure calls and S is a recursive program. 
Axioms. 
(A1) q[t/x](x:=t)q,  
(a2)  (r A q)(r?)q,  
(A3) ((P(t, v)) q)(P(t, v)) q, 
Rules of Inference. 
(A4) 
(A5) 
(16)  
not occur 
(A7) 
end) q 
(A8) 
p (S , )  r, r(S:) q F- p(Sz; $2) q, 
p(Sz) q, r(S2) q ~- (p V r)(S, U $2) q, 
(p A y = t)(S[y/x]) q ~ p(deel x init t do S end) q, where y does 
in p, t, S, or q, 
p(decl e ~ B do P(t, v)[B/P] end) q [- p(decl P ~ B do-P(t, v) 
([Ai<, Vw(°(ri ~ (P( uu', vU))) ti)] Ap)(S) q 
rz (dee lP~B doP(u  (i), v (i)) end) t z (i < n), 
~-p(decl P ~ B do S end) q, 
6 It is a straightforward consequence of the defihitions that a state a satisfies the 
termination assertion (P(t, v))q iff a satisfies the first-order assertion about global procedure 
calls (P(t, v))q. As a result, there is no harm in failing to specify whether statements of this 
form are assertions about procedure calls or termination assertions. 
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where w (i), u (i), and v (i) are vectors of variables; 
in each subformula Vw")(ri D (P(u (i), v(i))) ti) , 
w (i) includes u (i), v (i), and all free variables in r i and ti; 
and P does not appear in p or q. 
(A9) p(deei Q ~ B[Q/P] do S[Q/P] end) q ~- p (dee lP~Bdo 
S end) q, where v o = vp, aQ = a e and Q does not appear in B or S. 
(A10) p(S)q  ~- r (S)q  whenever ~-rDp by the rules of Lemma 2. 
Most of the inference rules above are straightforward and are similar to 
many found in the literature (Apt, 1981; deBakker, 1980; Meyer and 
Halpern 1982). The most complicated rule is (A8). Intuitively, the rule states 
that if p(S)q  holds under some finite set of hypotheses about calls to 
procedure P, and if each hypothesis can be proved for the declaration P ~ B, 
then conclude p(deel P ~ B do S end) q. 7 An important special case of (A8) 
is when the conjunction of first-order assertions about calls to P is empty, 
i.e., n = 0. Namely, if we can prove p(S)  q and P does not appear in p, then 
(A8) yields p(deel P ~ B do S end) q. This instance of (A8) provides the 
base of an induction (using (A7)) showing the provability of assertions about 
declarations. The proof of soundness of each rule is left to the reader. 
Note that Theorem 1 is not a relative completeness theorem of the sort 
typical for partial correctness assertions (cf. Cook, 1978; Clarke, 1979; 
Harel, 1979). If a termination assertion is valid, then it is provable from the 
axioms (P1)-(P8) of Lemma 2 and (A1)-(A10) above without appeal to 
further axioms. In particular, the valid termination assertions are recursively 
enumerable. 8 Harel, Meyer, and Pratt (1977) previously observed that the 
valid termination assertions for a very general class of program schemes 
without global procedure calls are recursively enumerable. A complete 
axiomatization of termination assertions about while-programs without 
procedure calls was presented in Theorem 6.4 of Meyer and Halpern (1982). 
7A consequence of the completeness proof will be an upper bound on the number of 
hypotheses, i.e., conjuncts r~ (P(u,v))t i, needed to prove all valid assertions about 
programs calling a procedure P. The bound is an exponential function of the number of 
address parameters, a e. 
8 In contrast, the valid partial correctness assertions are not reeursively enumerable. This 
follows from the observation that the set of nowhere terminating while-program schemes i not 
recursively enumerable (Luckham, Park, and Paterson, 1970), because the partial correctness 
assertion true{S}false expresses the fact that S fails to terminate. So the set of valid partial 
correctness assertions of this trivial form about only deterministic while-programs without 
procedure calls is not even recursively enumerable. The validity problem for all first order 
partial correctness assertions is shown to be I~  complete in (Hareletal., 1977). This 
continues to be true whether the programs in the assertions are restricted to a single while- 
program without procedure calls or are allowed to vary over all recursive programs with 
global procedure calls. 
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The proofs in Hare1 et al. (1977), and Meyer and Halpern (1982) rest 
heavily on the compactness of first-order predicate calculus. We use the 
compactness of first-order logic with global procedure calls, a corollary of 
Lemma 2, in the proof of Theorem 1. 
The proof of Theorem 1 uses the fact that termination assertions about 
programs without procedure declarations can be "translated" into first-order 
assertions about global procedures. 
LEMMA 5. (a) If S is a recursive program without procedure 
declarations and q is a first-order assertion about global procedure calls, 
then there is a first-order assertion r about global procedure calls such that 
r -  (S}q. 
(b) For every recursive program S and first-order assertion about 
global procedure calls q, there is a set {qi} of first order assertions about 
procedure calls such that (S} q ~ Vi qi. 
Part (a) is easily proved by induction on programs (Pratt, 1976). Part (b) 
follows from (a) and the fact that any program with procedure declarations 
is equivalent to the union of its finite approximations without procedure 
declarations (Lemma3). We omit the details. It is convenient o write 
Vi(S ltl} q for the disjunction Vi qi with qi ~ (S[il} q. 
A second important property for the the proof of Theorem 1 is a 
compactness theorem for first-order logic with global procedure calls. More 
specifically, if p implies some infinite disjunction Viqi of first-order 
assertions about global procedures, then there is some integer j such that 
P D Vi<j qi is valid. This follows directly from Lemma 2 and the proof is 
omitted. As a consequence of compactness, whenever a termination assertion 
about a recursive program S is valid, the same assertion is also valid for 
some approximation to S. 
LEMMA 6. I f  p(S} q is valid, then for some j, p(S  H } q is also valid. 
Proof. If ~p(S}q,  then by Lemma 5, ~pDVi (S I i J}q .  By the 
compactness of first-order logic with global procedure calls, there is some 
integer j such that ~p D '~/ i<.j(S Iil} q. But by Lemma 3, m(S Iil) c_ m(S lil) for 
i <~j. Therefore ~p(S[il} q. II 
This lemma is critical to the completeness of axioms (A1)-(A10) for 
recursive programs. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose ~p(S} q. We show that p(S} q is provable 
from (A 1)-(A 11) by induction on the structure of S. 
(a) I fp(x := t} q is valid, then o ~p implies a(t~)/x} ~ q by definition 
of m(x:=t) .  By Lemmal (Substitution), ~pDq[t/x] ,  and therefore 
643/56/1-2-9 
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~p ~ q[t/x] by the rules of Lemma 2. By (A1), we have ~q[x/t](x := t) q 
and so ~-p(x := t) q by (A10). 
(b) If ~p(r?) q, then ~p ~ (r A q) and hence t-p ~ (r A q) by the rules 
of Lemma 2. Since ~-(r A q)(r?)q by (A2), we have t-p(r?)q by (A10). 
(c) Assume ~p(P(t, x))q. Then the first order assertion about global 
procedure calls p ~ (P(t, x)) q is valid and hence provable by the rules of 
Lemma 2. Therefore ~-p(P(t, x)) q by (A3) and (A10). 
(d) Suppose ~p(S1; $2)q. Then by Lemma 6, there is some j such 
that p(SlUl; $2 [J']) q is valid. By Lemma 5, there exist first-order assertions r 1 
and r 2 about global procedures such that 
r2 ~ (s2[Jl) q and rl = (SiLil) r2 =- (siUl;  s2lJl) q. 
By the inductive hypothesis, both termination assertions 
r2($2) q and rl(S~) r 2 
are provable. Therefore, rl(S~; $2)q may be proved using (A4). Since p D r 1 
is valid, and hence provable by the rules of Lemma 2, the termination 
assertion p(S1; $2) q is provable by (A10). 
(e) Assume ~p(S 1 U $2) q. By Lemma 6, we have ~p(S~ slU S~Sl)q 
for some positive integer j. By Lemma 5, there are first-order assertion; r~ 
and r 2 about global procedure calls with 
r 1 = (SIJ])q and r 2 = (s~Sl)q. 
By the inductive hypothesis, both 
r l(S,) q and r2(Sz) q 
are provable. Therefore (r 1 V r2)(S 1 U $2) q may be proved by (A5). Since 
~p ~ (r I V rz), it follows that ~-p(S 1 U $2) q by (AI0). 
(f) Suppose ~p(deel x init t do S end)q and let y be any variable that 
does not occur in p, t, S, or q. We show that (p A y = t)(S[y/x])q is valid. 
By Lemma4, if p(deelxinit do Send)q is valid, then p(deelyinlt t 
do S[y/x] end)q must be valid as well. Now suppose ~ ~ (p A y = t). Then 
there is some o 'E  m(S[y/x])(a{t°/y}) such that a'{y°/y} ~q. But because 
a ~ (y = t), we have o{t°/y} = ~ and a' C m(S[y/x])~. Furthermore, since y 
does not occur in q, ~ '~q.  Thus (p A y= t)(S[y/x])q is valid. By the 
induction hypothesis, this termination assertion is provable. Therefore 
~-p(de¢l x inlt t do S end)q by (A6). 
(g) Suppose S is of the form dec lP~BdoS 1 end and suppose 
~p(S)q. By rule (A9), we may assume that the procedure variable P does 
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not appear in the assertions p and q. By Lemma 6, there is some positive 
integer j such that p(S~JJ)q is valid. 
We fix j and define a set of first-order assertions about global procedure 
calls {rk,E}, where k is an integer and E is an address haring relation. The 
presentation is simplified by adopting two abbreviations. First, for each 
address sharing relation E on {1,..., ap}, let v E denote a vector of variables 
chosen from v=v 1 ..... va~ with address sharing relationE. Second, if B is 
((val x, addr y) : So), then we define 
Bk(u, ve) ::= (decl P ~ ((val x, addr y) :S~ jl) do P(u, vz) end) lk]. 
Intuitively, Bk(u, VE) is a program which behaves like an execution of 
P(u, rE) within the scope of the declaration P ~ B when recursive calls to P 
are limited to depth k and recursive calls to other procedures are limited to 
depth j. In particular, note that 
BJ'(u, ve) = (deei P ~ B do e(u, vE) end) ~Jl. 
This is a straightforward consequence of the definition of program approx- 
imation. 
For each k, let rk, e denote a first-order assertion with 
rk,  = ({Bk(u, = we).  
Since Bk(u, re) does not contain any calls to P, we may assume that P does 
not appear in rk, E. Let C k denote the conjunction over all address sharing 
relations E for P of the universal closures bf the of first-order assertions 
rk, e ~ (P(u, ve) ) v E = w E. 
By construction, a ~ C k forces 
m(B~(u, vE))o ~_ m(P(u, vE))~, 
for every address sharing relation E. In particular, if a ~ Cj for j as above, 
then 
m(decl P ~ B do P(u, VE) endtJ])o ___ m(P(u, v~))o, 
for each E. Thus, whenever o~ Cj, we have m(StJ])a~_m(S1)a. Since 
p(StJ])q is valid, it follows that (p A Cj)(S1) q is valid. Therefore, by the 
inductive assumption, (p A Cj)(S1) q is provable from (A1)-(A10). In order 
to use inference rule (A8) to prove p(S)q, it now suffices to show that the 
termination assertions 
rk,E(decl P ~ B do P(u, ve) end) v e = w E 
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are provable from (A1)-(A10) for all k and all E. We show this by induction 
on k. 
To begin, note that ro,e-false since B°(u, ve)=false?. Hence the 
termination assertion 
r0.e(e(u, vE)[B/el) vE = we 
is vacuously valid. By the main inductive hypothesis, it is also provable. 
Since P does not occur in ro, e, we can prove ro,e(deelP 
doP(u, vE)[B/P] end) v E = w e by (A8). Thus, by (A7), 
~--r0,e(deel P ~ B do P(u, ve) end) v E = w e . 
This concludes the initial step of the induction. 
For the inductive step, assume that all 
rk,e(decl P ~ B do P(U, ve) end) v e = w e (1) 
are provable for all E. Let E 0 be any address haring relation for P. We wish 
to conclude (1) for Eo and k + 1, i.e., we must show that 
rk+ l,eo(deel P ~ B do P(u, re0 ) end) VEo = we0 
is provable. By the construction of Ck, we know that 
(C k Ark+ LEo)(P(u, VEo)[B/P]) vFo = wEo 
is valid. This is because a ~ C k ensures m(P(u, vE))a _D m(Bk(u, vE))o for all 
E and t J~rk+l,  e implies that some state o'  satisfyingveo=We0 may be 
reached by running B~+l(u, ve). Therefore o' may be reached by running the 
program B(u, Veo ) with global calls to P. By the main induction hypothesis, 
this termination assertion is provable. From this and the subinduction 
hypotheses (1) for all E, we may use (A8) to derive 
~-rk+ 1,Eo(deel P ~ B do P(u, VEo ) [B/P] end) Veo = WEo. 
Thus, by (A7), 
~-rk+ 1,eo(deel P ~ B do P(u, VEo ) end} VEo = Weo. 
This concludes the subinduction. 
We now have 
F-(Cj A p)(S~)q, 
and, for each conjunct r~,z D (P(u, rE)) ve = WE of Cj, 
~--rjx(deel P ~ B do P(u, vE) end) v E = w E. 
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Thus, by (A8), F-p(S)q. This concludes case (g) of the main induction and 
shows that (A1)-(A10) are complete for all recursive programs. II 
5. AXIOMATIC SEMANTICS 
Despite the limitations noted in the Introduction, many useful properties 
of programs may be proved using uninterpreted termination assertions. In 
particular, termination assertions determine the semantics of programs in the 
sense discussed in Meyer and Halpern (1982), i.e., the termination assertions 
valid for a program distinguish it from all inequivalent programs. To be 
more precise, we define the termination theory of a program S, written g(S),  
to be the set of all pairs (p, q) of first-order assertions about procedure calls 
such that p(S)q is valid. Two programs have the same termination theory 
precisely when they are equivalent, i.e., 
THEOREM 2 (Semantical determination). For any programs S and T, 
g'(S) = g-(T) iff m(S) = m(T). 
Theorem 2 generalizes Theorem 5.1 of Meyer and Halpern (1982) to 
programs with calls to global procedures and the proof is a straightforward 
reformulation of that in Meyer and Halpern (1982). The theorem holds, in 
fact, for any programs S and T which are equivalent to arbitrary unions of 
schemes, provided that for each scheme S; in the union and every first-order 
assertion about procedure calls q, the termination assertion (Si) q is 
equivalent o some first order assertion about global procedure calls. In 
particular, Theorem 2 holds for any pair S and T of arbitrary, not 
necessarily even recursively enumerable, infinite flowcharts (see Meyer and 
Halpern, 1982). 
Proof of Theorem 2. We may assume without loss of generality that 
m(S) - m(T) --/: 0. Let o' E m(S)o - m(T)o and let x = x I ..... x, include all 
free variables of S U T. Since S is equivalent to a union of programs without 
procedure declarations, U/S i ,  there is some such program Sk with o 'C  
m(Sk)o. Let x' = X'l ..... x', be a vector of distinct variables not free in S L9 T. 
By Lemma 5, there is a first-order formula p equivalent to (Sk)x = x'. Since 
m(Sk) ~-- m(S), we have ~p(S)x  = x'. 
It remains to be shown that p(T)x = x' is not valid. First note that for any 
program T, the behaviour of T depends only on its free variables. Formally, 
if x' = x 1 ..... x, are variables that are not free in T, then 
o' C m(T)o iff o'{a/x'} E m(T)(o{a/x'}), 
for all states o, o', and a ~ D ~. 
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Now let a o and a; be identical to a and a '  on x, but let the values of x' in 
both a 0 and a; be the same as the values of x in a'.  That is, a 0 = atx~'/x '} 
and o~ = c'{x~'/x'}. Then a; @ m(Sk)a o since a 'C  m(Sk)a, but a; differs 
from each state in m(T) a 0 on some variable in x. That is, a o ~ (S~)x = x' 
but ¢~0 g: (T)x = x'. Therefore, ~o g: p(T)x = x'. I 
It seems worthwhile to mention a reasonable objection to our taking 
re(S) = m(T) as synonymous with the equivalence of S and T. The problem 
with this notion of equivalence is that replacing one subprogram by an 
equivalent subprogram ay not yield an equivalent program. For example, 
let S be the body of the procedure discussed in Section 2, i.e., 
i fu  = v then v := 0; v := u, 
and let T be the program u := u. Then m(S) = re(T), but the program 
deel P ~ ((addr u, v) :S) do P(z, z) end 
has the same effect as z := 0, whereas if S is replaced by T, the resulting 
program has no effects. The difficulty is that re(S) and m(T) only give the 
meanings of S and T when all variables are unshared, but their behavior as 
subprograms may depend on their behavior when sharing occurs. This 
problem does not arise with environment-store program semantics ince the 
meanings of S and T differ in an environment that maps both u and v to the 
same location. 
Unfortunately, ordinary first-order logic cannot provide a suitable seman- 
tical determination theorem for environment-store meanings of programs. In 
the usual semantics of first-order formulas, the satisfiability of a formula p 
depends only upon first-order states which correspond to the composition of 
an environment and store. Therefore, our choice of a first-order assertion 
language that cannot detect sharing for expressing pre- and post-conditions 
leads naturally to the corresponding choice of unshared program semantics. 
One straightforward way to extend Theorem 2 so that the environ- 
ment-store meanings of programs match their termination theories is to 
extend the assertion language. A two-typed first-order language with a 
location type and a storable value type as in Trakhtenbrot, Halpern, and 
Meyer (1983) is a natural choice. The completeness results corresponding to 
Lemma 2 and Theorem 1 should extend without difficulty to this two-typed 
first-order logic, although we have not checked the details. Another variation 
on Theorem 2 may be obtained by adopting a different definition of 
termination theory. With the alternative definition, the environment-store 
meanings of programs will match their termination theories. Define a 
declaration body context ~ to be a program fragment of the form 
deel P ~ ((val x, addr y):  . . .) do P(u, v) end, 
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where all variables in y are assumed to be distinct but the variables of v need 
not be. Let c~[S] denote the result of inserting S for the ellipsis ... in c~. 
Then define the contextual termination theory of S to be the set of triples 
(c~, p, q) and such that c~[S] is a well-formed program (all free variables in 
S occur in x or y) and p(~[S])q is valid. It follows from Theorem 2 that 
two programs are equivalent over all address haring patterns of their free 
variables iff they have the same contextual termination theories. 
Furthermore, if $1 is a subprogram of S, and Sz has the same contextual 
termination theory as S~, then S with S 1 replaced by S 2 remains equivalent 
to S. 
6. CONCLUSION 
Our completeness theorem shows that all valid termination assertions are 
provable. A stronger statement would be a deductive completeness theorem, 
i.e., if any set of termination assertions _r semantically implies p(S}q, then 
p(S)q is provable from F. This holds if F contains only first order assertions 
by Lemma 2. However, even if we consider only sets/" which are singletons, 
deductive completeness i not possible. This is because the assertion 
true(S}true semantically implies false iff the program S never halts. Since 
the set of totally divergent programs is not recursively enumerable 
(Luckham etal., 1970), the set of termination assertions true(S)true such 
that {true(S}true} ~ false is not recursively enumerable.8 
Two directions for further investigation are enriching the programming 
language and expanding the assertion language. Programs with procedures as 
parameters and with more complicated ata objects are two possibilities. Our 
assumption that all undeclared global procedures are explicitly 
parameterized might also be relaxed by adding predicates to the assertion 
language which allow the global variables used by a procedure to be iden- 
tified. For example, a zero-ary predicate INDEP~, x might be used to state 
that the behavior of procedure P is independent of the variable x. This is an 
adaptation of the "interference" concept discussed by Reynolds (1981). 
Another possibility noted in the previous section is to use a typed language 
which allows sharing of addresses to be treated explicitly following (Trakh- 
tenbrot et al., 1983). We do not foresee any fundamental difficulties in 
extending our results to handle variable dependence and sharing. Allowing 
procedure parameters, however, seems to lead to higher order assertion 
languages. Insofar as our results depend crucially on the compactness 
property of first order logic, they will not generalize asily to programs with 
unrestricted procedure parameters. However, by considering the Henkin 
interpretation of type theory (cf. Monk, 1976), even in this obstacle may be- 
surmountable. 
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APPENDIX: COMPLETENESS FOR GLOBAL PROCEDURE CALLS 
We show that axioms (P1)-(P8) are complete by showing that any 
consistent set of assertions is satisfiable. Two important preliminaries are 
LEMMA 7 (Generalization). Let F be a set of assertions and q an 
assertion. I f  F ~- q and z is not free in F then F ~- Vzq. 
and 
LEMMA 8 (Deduction). I f  FU  {p} F- q, then F~- (p~q) .  
Both are proved by induction on proofs (cf. Enderton, 1972). 
Let F be a set of first-order assertions about global procedure calls such 
that x :/: x is not provable from F using (P1)-(P8) and modus ponens. Let f 
denote the signature of r and let ~ denote the associated first-order 
signature. We construct a state satisfying r from constants following the 
usual Henkin-style procedure for first-order logic; see Enderton, (1972) or 
Chang and Keisler (1973). The construction consists of the following five 
steps: 
(1) Select an infinite set ~ of fresh variables. The state ~ satisfying F
will have equivalence classes of variables from ~ as its domain. Usually 
constants are used, but since constants may not occur as address parameters 
in procedure calls, variables work better for assertions about global 
procedures calls. 
(2) Construct a set of formulas F '  _~ F such that for each formula q of 
the expanded language (with variables from U'), F '  contains formulas 
(a) -~¥xq D -~q[v/x], 
(b) (P(t, x))q D ((P(t, x))x = v) A q[v/x], 
where v and v = vl,..., vk are new variables (from step (1)) and v-~ x. As 
each variable v ~ ~ is added to F',  an infinite set of formulas {v ---- vj}i~>0 
for fresh vj ~ ~/" is also added. This is done in such a way that ~" is not 
exhausted by any finite number of additions. The purpose of the formulas 
{v = vj}j~ o are to provide infinite equivalence classes of variables from ~,  
i.e., each equivalence class will have infinitely many representatives in the 
model we construct. 
The construction proceeds in stages, starting from F0 = F. Let F i be the 
result of the ith stage, and let q, x, P, t, and x be the ith formula, variable, 
procedure variable, vector of terms, and vector of variables in some 
enumeration i  which all necessary combinations appear. Then to construct 
Fi+ 1, pick variables v and v = v 1 , . . . ,  L~ k (with v --~ x) from ~ which do not 
occur in Fi, q, P, or t. For each variable w E {v, v 1 .... , vk}, also form a set of 
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formulas g'w = {w = wj}j->0 such that gw has infinitely many fresh variables 
w~ C ~ and no wj occurs in F i, p, t, x, q, or any previous gw. Let ~e = U w ~'w 
and let 
Fi+ 1 =F iU  {formulas (a), (b) above} U g. 
Assuming that F i is consistent, we prove that /'i+l is consistent. Suppose 
/'i U {(b)} is inconsistent. Then by the deduction lemma and propositional 
reasoning, 
F i b- (P(t, x))q 
and 
F i ~- ~((e(t, x))x = v A q[v/x]). 
But since v is a vector of variables which do not appear in F~, it follows by 
generalization (Lemma 7) that 
F i ~- =~v((P(t, x))x = v A q[v/x]). 
Therefore, by (P8), 
F i ~- ~((P(t, x))q), 
which contradicts the assumption that F; is consistent. By a similar argument 
(see Chang and Keisler, 1973), the consistency of F iU {(a), (b)} may be 
reduced to that of F iU {(b)}. Clearly adding sets of the form {w = wj} does 
not destroy consistency since none of the wj.'s appear in F lU  {(a), (b)}. (If 
some set F*U  {w= wk} is inconsistent, hen F* ~-~(w---= wk) and so by 
generalization F* ~- Vw k-7 (w = wk), i.e., F* is inconsistent.) Thus if F is 
consistent, so are F1, F 2 .... and therefore F' = U; Fi must be consistent. 
(3) Extend F' to a maximally consistent set A, i.e., for any formula q, 
either qCA or ~q~A.  This is done in the usual manner (Chang and 
Keisler, 1973). 
(4) Define a state n whose domain D" is the set of equivalence classes 
of variables from ~'.  Define functions f °  and relations R °, P~ according to 
the formulas in A. 
For any terms t and t', define t = = t' iff (t = t ' )~  A and let It] denote 
{t'lt - -  = t'}. Let D~= {[v] I v E ~}.  Define v°= [v] and t"= [t]. Note that 
t~CD ° since 3y( t=y)  is provable from (P1)-(P6) and (3y(t= y )~ 
t = v) E A for some v E ~/~ by construction of A. For functions and relations, 
define 
(c) f°([vl] ..... [v,]) = ( fv , . . .  v,) °, 
(d) (Iv1],..., [v , ] )~R" i f fRv l  ... v ,~A for eachR in f ,  
(e) (b, e, d )E  P~ iff there exist vectors of variables u, v and w 
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from ~ with E~=Ew=E, b=[u] ,  e=[v] ,  and d=[w] such that 
((P(u, v))v = w) C A. Here [u] denotes [ul] ..... [u j .  
It is straightforward to verify that f "  and R" are well defined by (c) and 
(d) as usual (see Chang and Keisler, 1972). To see that (e) meets the 
restriction posed in Section 1, note that if (b, e, d) C P~: then 
and so 
iEj ~ v i = vj and w t = wj, 
iEj :~ c i = cj and d i : d j .  
(5) Show that o ~ q iff q E A by induction on the length of formulas. 
For first-order atomic formulas, this is immediate from the definition of a. 
The connective cases are also straightforward. For example, o ~ ~q iff ~ ~: q 
iff q q~ A iff ~q C d. 
Consider ¥xq. Note that there is some formula ~Vxq ~ ~q[vJx] in A with 
vq C :~ not appearing in q. If o ~ Vxq then certainly o{[Vq]/X} ~ q. By 
Lemma 1, (Substitution) n ~ q[vq/x]. Since Vq does not appear in q, the 
formula q[vJx] has the same length as q and so by the inductive hypothesis 
q[vJx] CA. If Yxq is not in A then ~Vxq must be in A and hence, 
~q[vJx] CA by modus ponens. But since q[vJx] ~A, it follows that 
¥xq C A. 
For the converse, suppose a g: Vxq. Then for some v C ~' ,  n{[v]/x} g: q. 
Therefore, by Lemma 1 (Substitution) ~~ q[v/x]. Since every equivalence 
class Iv] is infinite by the construction of F' (step (2)), it may be assumed 
that v does not occur in q and hence, q[v/x] has the same length as q. Thus 
q[v/x] ~A by the inductive hypothesis. Therefore ~q[v/x] CA and Vxq 
cannot be in A by (P2). 
The final case is (P(t, x))q. We first consider q of the form x = y with 
x ~- y. It follows from the definition of satisfaction that 
a ~ (P(t, x))x = y iff (t% x ~, y") C P~:x" 
By definition of o, we have (t °, x ", y") E P~, iff 
There exist vectors 
[u] = [t], [v] = [x], 
((e(u, v)> = w) ~ a. 
of variables u, v, and w from ~: with 
[w]=[y] ,  and E~=Ew=Ex such that 
(2) 
It remains to be shown that (2) is equivalent to 
((P(t, x))x = y) C A. (3) 
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If (2) holds, then by definition of the equivalence classes [ ] of terms, 
A t -u=tAv=xAw=y.  
Thus from (PT), 
((p(t, x))x = y), 
which implies (3). 
To see that (3) implies (2), assume that (3) holds. Since ~z(z = t) is 
provable from (P1)-(P6) for any term t, the construction of A ensures that 
for each term t there is a proof from A that t is equal to some variable in ~'.  
Hence there exist vectors of variables u, v, and w with v ~- x such that 
A~u- - tAv :xAw:y .  
Therefore, from (PT), we conclude (2). Thus 
~ ((P(t, x))x = y) iff ((P(t, x))x = y) E A. 
In general, if t~ ~ (P(t, x))q, then by definition of satisfaction there is some 
v ~ Y" with v ~- x such that 
(t ~, x ~, v ") ~ P° and atv°/x} ~ q. Ex 
Since each equivalence class of variables in ~ is infinite, each v i may be 
chosen so as not to occur in q. By the Lemma 1 (Substitution), t~ ~ q[v/x] 
and so by the inductive hypothesis, q[v/x] E A. Since a ~ (P(t, x))x = v), we 
have ((P(t, x))x = v) E A and therefore A ~- (P(t, x))q by (P8). Since A is 
deductively closed, ((P(t, x))q) E A. This shows that if a ~ (P(t, x))q then 
((P(t, x))q) E A. 
For the converse, assume (P(t, x))q ~ A. Then by the construction of A, 
(P(t, x))x = v A q[v/x] E A, 
for some v E 7"~ not occurring in t, x, or q and with v-~ x. Therefore o
(P(t, x))x = v and so 
(t°' x°' v°) ~ P~x" 
By the inductive hypothesis, o~ q[v/x] and so by Lemma 1, t~{[v]/xt ~ q. 
Thus ~ ~ (P(t, x))q. This concludes the proof of step (5), i.e., for any first- 
order assertion about global procedures q, o ~ q iff q ~ A. 
From (5) and F~_A it follows that a~F.  Thus every consistent set is 
satisfiable and the axiomatization is complete. I 
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